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ABSTRACT*

An nt) factory" has been installed at Saclay. The tj are produced by the

pd -» 1Het] reaction near threshold and tagged by the detection of *He in a magnetic

spectrometer. The rate of tagged t\ is 10 /s. Rare decays of the i\ meson will be

investigated, beginning with ij-*C*P~ where the p will be detected in range telescopes.

Magnetic spectrometers for lepton detection are considered for future experiments.
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While (j, n and K mesons are abundantly produced in various laboratories and their

decay modes studied at the level of 10 and even lower, the data on i\ decays are

scarce and very unprecise because until now r\ mesons were produced with low flux,

essentially through the n-p -» ijn reaction. Recent experiments at Saturne have shown

a remarkably high production rate of v\ mesons in the pd -» 'Heij reaction, with a low

level of background }. This discovery openned the possibility to study rare decay

modes of the i\ meson with a flux several orders of magnitude higher than in any

previous experiment. Another advantage is that the TJ mesons are tagged. Now a facility

dedicated to the production of tagged t\ and including a magnetic spectrometer (SPES2)

has been installed at Saturne. It is described in the next paragraph.

The first experiment ir+p-fi-, planned for the fall of 1990, is discussed in the

second paragraph. Other experiments are considered for the future, including:

-measuring the muon longitudinal polarisation at the level of 2% to

test CP violation
-9 -10

at the level of 10 -10 to test lepton number conservation

-T to determine the transition form factor

-i)->H*fi-n° to test C conservation in electromagnetic interaction.

For those experiments, a detection system based on magnetic spectrometers to detect

leptons is discussed in the third paragraph.

1. ETA PRODUCTION AT SPES2

The i\ mesons are produced by the pd •* 'Herj reaction near threshold. Both 3He and

i] are emitted In a forward cone, with a narrow dispersion in angle and momentum.

The 'He are detected with the magnetic spectrometer SPES2 (Fig. 1) which has various

advantages: high acceptance in angle (±3° horizontally, ±6° vertically) and in

momentum (±18%). SPES2 would detect JHe without loss of acceptance for incident

energies up to 8 MeV above threshold. SPES2 is made of two dipoles through which

the incident proton beam passes, which is a favorable condition to minimize the

background.

The T) production cross section was measured with a liquid deuterium target, as

a function of the incident energy, with 1 MeV steps. The detection consisted in a

hodoscope of 44 scintillators in the focal plane, giving a momentum resolution of

0.5 %; three planes of scintillators provided dE/dx and time-of-flight identification

and a trigger. The JHe could be easily selected on line and particle identification

was done essentially with dE/dx from only one hodoscope plane.
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The measured cross section, shown in Fig. 2, is between 0.4 and 0.5 (ib within a

range of at least 5-6 MeV of the incident energy. This allows the use of a liquid

deuterium target as thick as 10 cm without losing in production rate, taking into

account the proton energy loss which is 0.37 MeV/cm. A production rate of at least

10 t)/day is therefore expected with the full beam intensity of 10 protons/burst.

A background of 8-25 % was observed under the i\ peak in the focal plane, after

empty target subtraction. This background should be reduced in the near future by

using multiwire proportionnai chambers that will provide much better cuts in angles.

It is important however to understand the origin of this background because it may

consist, at least partly, in p contamination to the tj production. That would make

very difficult the identification of certain decay modes of the tj. In order to further

investigate the p production, we have detected 2 n in coincidence with the i\ (the

p decays essentially into n n ). The n n pairs were identified by their kinematic

correlations with the JHe momentum. The correlated 2 n background was found to be

- 2% of the •»] production, and this constitutes an upper limit to the p contamination.
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Fig. l: The SPES2 spectrometer is used to detect JHe from pd -»
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Fig. 2: Cross section x SPES2 acceptance for pd -» »Heij, near threshold.
The nominal incident energy given by the machine may be different from

the true beam energy, by a few MeV.
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Fig. 3: Top view of one arm of muon detection for t]-»p
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2. FIRST EXPERIMENT t

The T)-»(i*fi- decay is primarily a second order electromagnetic process. The

imaginary part of the amplitude is calculable from unitarity ) . Various models

suggest that the real part of the amplitude increases by about 30% the decay width

given by the unitary limit ). A substantial deviation of the branching ratio (BR)
4

from the theoretically expected ones , would imply exotic contributions } . A

measurement of the BR allows to set limits on couplings with neutral currents ) .

The current experimental value ), consistent with most theoretical models, is of

low accuracy (27 events). We intend to measure the BR for T)-»fi*p- with an accuracy

of 6%.

The muon detection system (Fig. 3) will consist in a double-arm apparatus covering

the angular region 50°-75°, on the left and right sides of a 7 mm thick liquid

deuterium target. A first wedge-shaped iron absorber will stop most of the protons

coming from the target and slow down the muons in such a way that the muon energy

will be indépendant of angle. Then a hodoscope of narrow scintillators provides a

measurement of angle with 20 mrad resolution, while still tolerating a high counting

rate . It is followed by another iron absorber that will stop most of the pions , and

a hodoscope plane for triggering. Finally six scintillators planes, 5 cm thick,

measure the energy losses of a particle until it is stopped, while a veto counter

at the end will signal particles that traverse the whole system. The acceptance of

the system for rrm*p- is 3.8%, so that about 130 events/day are expected for a 4 x

10 protons/s beam.

The background comes from correlated p-»it*n- events as well as accidentals arising

from the large hadronic production rate in the deuterium target. The iron absorbers

eliminate all the correlated pion background as well as most of the accidentals.

The remaining background consists essentially of p-»«*n- events followed by the decay

of both pions, and accidentals, mainly from pions produced by quasi free nucléon-

nucléon reactions. The reduction of this background is achieved by applying

kinematical constraints:

a) Total energy conservation: the range telescopes provide measurement

of the two muons energies with a resolution of 12 MeV. The sum of the muons and 3He

energies will be compared with the total incident energy.

b) Nuon pair invariant mass: should be equal to the t] mass.

c) coplanarity of •»] p* and (*- trajectories.

d) Muon angular correlation: the openning angle between the two muons

depends only on the 3He energy.
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e) Further jx/n identification is provided by the successive energy

losses in the six range counters.

Monte Carlo simulation shows that the contribution from p-»n*n- -* |i*ji- (+ 2

neutrinos) is 0.5%r after applying the kinematical cuts. The accidental/signal ratio

is about 1%.

3. AN EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP FOR FUTURE EXPERIMENTS

To detect the decay products of rarer processes, magnetic spectrometers are

necessary. Their first function is to filter the hadronic background, with the

consequence that the angular deviation must be large enough so that the detection

is not in direct view of the target. Their second function is to allow a determination

of particle momenta that permits the identification of the process through

itinematical constraints. We propose to build two spectrometers that will detect

particles symetrically with respect to the beam (at 62° for muons). The magnetic

field is in the same plane as the beam (Fig. 4) so that the dispersive plane (Fig.

5) is decoupled from the longitudinal dimension of the target. One can therefore

use a long target and reconstruct the vertex with a resolution of 5 mm, by measuring

the trajectory in the direction perpendicular to the dispersive plane. With a gap

of 20 cm and a vertical aperture of ± 20°, the acceptance is l\, assuming that both

charges are detected in each magnet.

The detection consists in two small gap MWPC. Those chambers should be able to

work at a rate of 3 x 10 particles/s. MWPC with 1.5 mm gap, anode wires 20 pm thick,

using a mixture of 80% CF and 20% isobutane, are being developped at Dubna. A counting
7 2

rate of 10 /cm /s has been achieved. In order to reduce accidentals, an iron absorber

will be placed in the focal plane. It will eliminate most of the pions since pions

have a shorter range than muons, for a given momentum. One has to take in account,

however, the decay of pions into muons; a detailed Monte Carlo simulation is in

progress.
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Fig. 4: Two magnets for the detection of decay products of the ij.
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Fig. 5: The dispersive plane of eacn magnet.
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